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Decorating my grandsons (9 & 7) new bedroom. We all wonder where we are at, where we fit in this

world. At 9 & 7, they're inquisitive on country, world. This is a great reference to show them the

scope of where we are at compared to the world. Right now it is just the United states. I also have a

globe showing them all the different countries. I put a frame around it but it doesn't need it. It comes

rolled up laminated and I could have just tacked it to the wall. A friend suggested framing so I did. It

has cities, lakes which are educational.

So, im a homeschool mom and i bought this map for our classroom part of our living room. Turns

out, its way more detailed than i had anticipated... which is great! For example, it shows you the

mountain ranges which i really like as well as tons of cities per state. My child is in kindergarten so

with that said, i went to the dollar tree and found a much more kindergartener friendly map that is

larger and has the states all different colors. I do love the  one, but im going to keep it for the higher

grades when geography plays a bigger role in school.

We've hung it on a magnetic board and have begun placing our been to and want to go to. Great

semigloss laminate and many small towns show up.

Fairly nice map, not too busy, well packaged.I took off two stars because of the ridiculously thin

laminate and the color contrast between some of the states makes border distinction unnecessarily

hard to discern . Be careful unpacking and handling prior to mounting. This map is easily

damaged/creased just from normal handling. This map could be easily upgraded by manufacturer.

We were looking for a map to plan a National Parks road trip, and this was the only one we could

find that was large enough AND listed all of the Parks. It's a terrific map, and that was surprisingly

hard to find on ... we still have it hung in our bedroom and can see all the little destinations we hit

over the course of six weeks.

This is not laminated as described in the details. It's super thin shiny paper. It looks nice but it's so

thin when I removed the rubber band it tore. Not impressed at all.

This is probably the best combination of political and physical characteristics on a single US map.

The problem is execution: printing quality is so cheap that it is even hard to read names of places.



Avoid it, you will be disappointed

It's an absolutely beautiful map, but I didn't realize it was a folded version until after it arrived. My

own fault, and it's still lovely...but I wish I had looked around for a rolled one instead.
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